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LED Hide-A-Way / Surface Mount Strobe

- **HAL06AB-YY**
  - amber
- **HAL06AB-WW**
  - white

- Available in amber or white
- 12vdc
- 1.8 amps max
- 19 flash patterns
- Package contains 2 lights with “brain”
- Diodes mounted at a 45 degree angle within head so user can rotate the light head in desired direction for maximum effect.
- Industry standard 3 pin style connector can utilize existing cables in vehicle for a simple upgrade. Strobe Power supply must be unplugged and replaced with “brains” unit in this kit.
- No risk of melting head/tailight housings like old strobe tube system.
- Meets/exceeds SAE and CA-XIII

**Mini Emergency Lighting**

- **PELMS3W** (white)
- **PELMS3R** (red)
- **PELMS3A** (amber)

3 LED
- 12 flash patterns
- 3.35”L x 1”W x 0.65”H

Installs in head or tail lights or can be surface mounted (black bezel included).